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ABSTRACT

The Dream in Antiquity: Aspects and Analyses

This investigation focuses on the dream in Mesopotamia, ancient Egypt, ancient  
Judaism, and the Graeco-Roman world. The dream-related source material from 
these cultures is discussed in the first four chapters according to fourteen recur-
ring sections. These sections correspond to the following fourteen aspects of the  
dream: 1. Dream-terminology; 2. Dream-reports; 3. Dream-senders and dream-
messengers; 4. Nightmares and frightening dreams; 5. Dream-journeys; 6. Incu-
bation and dream-solicitation; 7. The verification of dreams; 8. The interpretation 
of dreams;  9. Apotropaic measures related to dreams; 10. Dreams and morality;  
11. Sexual dreams and nocturnal emission; 12.  Dreams and deception; 13. Insig-
nificant dreams; 14. The dream in figures of speech. The chapter on dreams in the 
Graeco-Roman world has the following four additional sections: 1. The Gates of 
Dreams; 2. Dreamless sleep; 3. Dreams and the soul; 4. Dreams and medicine.

In each section I provide an overview of the relevant source material and  
secondary literature. In addition to this, I frequently elaborate on certain issues,  
argue against prevailing opinions, or make observations on intracultural developments 
or intercultural differences. While the new insights which this study provides may  
belong to any of the fourteen aspects, they often pertain to aspects that up till now 
have not been extensively investigated. First and foremost these aspects are ‘dreams 
and morality’ and ‘dreams and deception’. Other aspects, such as ‘dream-journeys’, 
‘sexual dreams and nocturnal emission’, and ‘insignificant dreams’, have been studied 
for some cultures though not for others.

Chapter 5 consists of two tables which indicate the presence or absence of a selec-
tion of dream-related aspects in the ancient source material. Based on these tables 
and the discussion of the source material in the first four chapters I make a series 
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of concluding remarks in chapter 6. These remarks pertain to the characteristics of 
dream-related attitudes and practices belonging to the four cultures or to some of 
their periods or corpora. One should regard these concluding remarks primarily as 
the groundwork for further research.

 I will now briefly summarize the introduction and present the main conclusions 
of the first four chapters. The results from chapter 6 will be added to the summary 
of the first four chapters in order to have the conclusions belonging to each culture 
grouped together. 

Introduction

In the introduction I describe my research objectives (as specified above), I indicate 
the scope of the source material, I explain my methodology, and I provide prelimi-
nary comments on the fourteen aspects of the dream.

My approach to the source material can be characterized as all-inclusive,  
phenomenological, and comparative. The all-inclusiveness pertains to the selection 
of the source material and secondary literature – I have not excluded any dream- 
related primary and secondary sources beforehand. Still, I do not claim that I have 
not overlooked any sources or that every single source that I have found is included 
in this study.

The phenomenological aspect of the methodology pertains to my approach to 
a significant part of the ancient source material. The information from philosophi-
cal, magical, lexical, medical, literary and other ancient texts will be presented and 
analysed as it is attested in the source. The authenticity of ancient dream-reports and 
the role of ancient dream-reports and -concepts in narratives are not investigated. 
Subjects which relate to ancient social history and which as a rule have to be recon-
structed on the basis of multiple sources, e.g. ancient oneirocriticism or incubation, 
will be approached with a historical-critical method.

The comparative aspect pertains to my analysis of the ancient source material. I 
differentiate between first and second degree comparative research, both of which 
have an intra- and intercultural variant. First degree comparative research focuses 
on the diversification of a concept, belief, literary motif, object etc., either within a 
culture (intracultural) or between cultures (intercultural). Second degree compara-
tive research focuses on the absolute presence or absence of a concept, belief, literary 
motif, object etc., either within periods or corpora belonging to a specific culture 
or between cultures. In chapter 5 the absolute presence or absence of a selection  
of dream-related aspects will be indicated in a synoptic overview. In chapter 6  
(‘concluding remarks’) the results of first and second degree intra- and intercultural 
comparative investigations will be presented, which amounts to a presentation of a 
selection of dream-related predilections and interests belonging to the four cultures.
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Chapter 1: Mesopotamia

The suggestion made by A. Zgoll that the element maš(2) in mašĝi.k (maš(2)-ĝi.k), 
‘dream’, derives from maš(2), ‘goat’, as an animal used for extispicy cannot be accep-
ted. Extispicy was performed on sheep, not goats. The proposition by A. Falkenstein 
to connect mašĝi.k with maš(2), ‘produce’, is more plausible. Zgoll’s translation of 
mašĝi.k as ‘Weissagung der Nacht’ or ‘Omen der Nacht’ is inappropriate because, as 
Zgoll herself has pointed out, unlike mamu.d the term mašĝi.k is not closely associ-
ated with divination. As far as mamu.d, ‘dream’, is concerned, it has been observed 
that we encounter it in similes and metaphors with the transferred meaning ‘wish’ or 
‘aspiration’.

Regarding the subject of dream-journeys in Mesopotamia I have made the fol-
lowing suggestions. There is, first of all, no compelling reason to follow Zgoll in 
considering the term ‘dream-journey’ (‘Traumreise’) to be inappropriate for descri-
bing Mesopotamian reports of out-of-body experiences during sleep. Secondly, in her 
explanation of Mesopotamian reports of out-of-body experiences during sleep and of 
external visitors in dreams, an explanation which hinges on the concept of zaqīqu, 
Zgoll fails to mention the possibility that in writing these accounts the ancient  
authors followed literary conventions without ever thinking about the underlying 
anthropological principles. Thirdly, we may have to consider the dream of Gilgameš 
in The Death of Gilgameš to be yet another Sumerian report of a dream-journey.

While the Sumerian corpus of dream-related texts lacks unambiguous references 
to sexual dreams, many such references are attested in the Akkadian corpus. Akkadi-
an references to sexual dreams can be divided into two categories: 1. sexual assaults by 
demonic beings during sleep, and 2. sexual dreams which are not presented as actual 
assaults in the text. While many Akkadian texts portray sexual dreams and nocturnal 
emissions as undesirable and unfavourable experiences, in omen-texts these expe- 
riences are generally approached as encrypted messages which may have a favourable 
or unfavourable meaning.

In Sumerian texts deceit and falsehood are much more frequently attributed to 
the gods than in Akkadian ones. This is consistent with the fact that the Sumerian 
corpus offers us clear cases of divinely sent deceptive dreams whereas such cases are 
unattested in the much larger Akkadian corpus. While the possibility remains that 
falsehood was at times attributed to the gods without being put into writing, it is 
perhaps more plausible that Babylonians and Assyrians hardly ever drew the conclu-
sion that they had been deceived through divinely sent dreams. If an unfavourable 
dream did not come true they could ascribe this to the effectiveness of rituals which 
aimed at averting the evil manifested in the dream. If a favourable dream did not 
come true, they could posit that the dream had been incorrectly interpreted, that 
the fulfilment was still to come, or that the dreamer had nullified his good dream by 
immoral behaviour.
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On the subject of insignificant dreams we should be reluctant to follow  
A. Mouton in her suggestion that in the ancient Near East most dreams were re-
garded as insignificant reflections of waking memories or desires. While it is not 
impossible that this mode of reasoning existed, it is unattested in the Mesopotamian 
source material.

In chapter 6 I draw attention to the fact that, in comparison with other ancient 
cultures, the Mesopotamian corpus of dream-related texts contains a relatively high 
number of texts pertaining to dream-related practices. Another thing I point out is 
that we lack Sumerian reports of appearances of the dead in dreams while many such 
reports are attested in the Akkadian source material. Akkadian medical and ritual 
texts frequently refer to appearances of the dead in sleep as one of many symptoms of 
a disturbed relationship between the affected and his personal deity. The notion that 
evil dreams are symptomatic of sinfulness while peaceful dreams indicate righteous-
ness is also attested in the Sumerian corpus, though it is much more prevalent in the 
Akkadian.

Chapter 2: ancient Egypt

With the sole exception of the reference to a true (mAa) dream in the Dream Stela of 
Tanutamun (25th dyn.), all Egyptian references to true or false dreams derive from the 
Graeco-Roman period. The only Egyptian source which mentions divine deception 
and false dreams is the Greek letter UPZ 70. U. Wilcken suggested that the writer 
of this letter, a man called Apollonios, implies that he has been deceived by the gods 
through false dreams. While this may very well be true, we should bear in mind that 
Apollonios may have had more than one reason to accuse the gods of falsehood. From 
his comment [sic] , more-
over, we should probably distil the following two points: 1. we have been deceived by 
the gods, and 2. we have put our trust in dreams, which are unreliable. Wilcken, by 
translating Apollonios’ comment as ‘in die Irre geführt von der Göttern im Glauben 
an die Träume’, has overlooked the possibility that Apollonios had more than one 
reason to accuse the gods of deception. Also, in his translation the general nature of 
Apollonios’ second comment is lost. 

The fact that there are no references to trustworthy or unreliable dreams in the 
Pharaonic Egyptian source material – the reference to the true dream in Tanutamun’s 
Dream Stela being an exception – while there are many references to truthful dreams 
from the Graeco-Roman era, is not only due to Greek influences in the latter period, 
but also to the popularisation in the Graeco-Roman era of dream-related practices 
like incubation and dream-solicitation by magical means. To those who practiced 
incubation and dream-solicitation it was of the utmost importance that their dreams 
were reliable ones. This preoccupation with reliable dreams is testified to by the many 
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requests or demands for receiving truthful dreams and by the expressions of gratitude 
for having received them. In Pharaonic Egypt the aim of dream-related practices was 
primarily to prevent or neutralize bad dreams (dream-repelling attitude), not to ob-
tain revelatory dreams (dream-attracting attitude).

It is highly conceivable that among the physicians belonging to the medical school 
at Alexandria there were those who subscribed to the opinion that some dreams 
are nothing but reflections of our waking desires. Whether or not this opinion was 
also held by average Egyptians cannot be proven, but it is certainly not impossible 
that it was held by some. In the dream-hemerology of the fourth-century astrologer  
Hephaestion of Thebes (a dream-hemerology is a list which specifies the truthfulness 
of dreams belonging to each day of the month) reference is made to dreams lacking 
mantic value. If Hephaestion’s attribution of this hemerology to the Egyptians is  
correct, then we may conclude that opinions regarding insignificant dreams existed 
in ancient Egypt.

In chapter 6 I present a number of eye-catching similarities and differences between 
the Egyptian dream-related source material and that of other ancient cultures. One 
of the most conspicuous differences is the lack of Egyptian references to frightening 
dreams as a result of immoral behaviour. This mode of reasoning is attested in the 
writings of all ancient cultures except in the ancient Egyptian.

Chapter 3: ancient Judaism

Regarding dream-senders and -messengers in ancient Jewish sources the following 
conclusions have been drawn: 1. in Biblical dream-reports the dreamer is almost al-
ways addressed by God Himself, in a few instances by an angel, but never by humans; 
2. in Hellenistic Jewish literature communication between God and man generally 
proceeds through angels; in a few places a deceased person is said to appear in a 
dream; 3. in rabbinic dream-reports there are virtually no instances of direct com-
munication in dreams by God or His angels; the departed, on the other hand, feature 
prominently in dream-reports.

I disagree with D.T. Runia that we cannot correlate Philo’s dream-classification 
in On Dreams with his theories in On the Special Laws 2.219 and On the Migration 
of Abraham 190. Runia asserts that the focus on divinely sent dreams in On Dreams 
and the lack of such a focus in the other two texts stands in the way of making such 
a correlation. While it is true that the classification in On Dreams revolves around 
 and that the divine element is absent in the passages from the 
other two texts, there is no denying that Philo’s third dream-type in On Dreams bears 
a strong resemblance to the aetiologies presented in On the Special Laws and On the 
Migration of Abraham. In each text we encounter the notion that during sleep a spiri-
tual constituent of man (; ) acts on its own initiative and predicts the future 
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through dreams. In his description of the third dream-type in On Dreams, moreover, 
Philo speaks in terms of the soul () becoming inspired (). Precisely 
this element of inspiration we encounter in the theory from On the Migration of 
Abraham. Here it is the intellect () that is said to become inspired () 
during sleep. While each of the three texts contains elements which are absent in 
the other two and while the theories cannot be said to be identical, the similarities 
between them certainly allow us to correlate them with one another.

My discussion of incubation and dream-solicitation in the Hebrew Bible and 
Hellenistic Jewish literature has shown that a large number of dream-reports in these 
corpora seem to involve incubation or dream-solicitation but lack an explicit request 
for a dream or an unambiguous incubation account. It is conceivable that types of  
incubation did exist in ancient Israel but that authors did not wish to include  
accounts of incubation and dream-solicitation because they wanted to avoid giving 
even the slightest impression that the dreamer had manipulated God for obtaining 
a dream. In her discussion of incubation in Hellenistic Jewish literature F. Flannery-
Dailey fails to give due regard to the absence of unmistakable accounts of incubation 
in this corpus.

Flannery-Dailey is mistaken in her claim that in Josephus’ (AJ 8.22-25) retelling 
of the dream of Solomon from 1 Kings 3:4-15 intentional incubation is explicitly 
portrayed. We should also reject the assertion made by R. Gnuse that in Josephus’ 
version (AJ 2.170-172) of Jacob’s dream as narrated in Genesis 46:1-4 the experience 
seems even more like an incubation dream. The opposite, in fact, is true.

The discussion of incubation in the Hebrew Bible has resulted in the following: 1. 
possible cases of intentional incubation (1Kgs 3: 4-15 and 2Chr 1:6-13; Gen 46:1-
4); 2. cases of unintentional incubation (e.g. Gen 28:10-17; 1Sam 3:1-18); 3. a pos-
sible reference to consultation with the dead through dreams (Isa 65:4); 4. possible 
references to dream-solicitation (Num 22:8ff; 1Sam 28:6).

Contrary to what Flannery-Dailey claims, there is no evidence for mass-incuba-
tion in Ps-Philo LAB 23, 2 Enoch 69.3-5, and Josephus AJ 11.326-327. None of these 
texts contain references to groups of people collectively sleeping in a sacred space.

Regarding dream-related apotropaic practices in ancient Jewish texts, the follow-
ing has been concluded. In the Hebrew Bible we read that a person will enjoy protec-
tion during the day and night when he possesses a sound morality and disposition. 
References to protection against evil dreams are encountered for the first time in  
Hellenistic Jewish literature. As in the Hebrew Bible this protection applies to the 
night as well as the day. Only in rabbinic literature do we come across instructions 
which aim specifically at providing protection against evil dreams or at averting the 
evil that has manifested itself in a dream.

The notion that frightening dreams are a symptom of the dreamer’s sinfulness 
is encountered in each of the Jewish corpora. Such dreams are often portrayed as a 
divine instrument for self-improvement.
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In chapter 6 I draw attention to the fact that, apart from the interpretation of 
dreams, there are hardly any references in ancient Jewish literature to dream-related 
practices such as incubation, the verification of dreams, and apotropaic measures 
against dreams. Rabbinic literature is an exception as it contains many references to  
incubation and apotropaic measures against dreams. References to the verification of 
dreams, however, are not attested in rabbinic literature either.

Unlike Mesopotamian and Egyptian literature, Jewish literature does contain  
unambiguous references to the view that some dreams are without any value.

Chapter 4: the Graeco-Roman world

In ancient and Byzantine lexica and etymologica words for dream and dreaming 
are used interchangeably for defining other terms meaning ‘dream’, ‘dreaming’, and  
‘vision’. The use of specific terms for specific dream-types – I call this a lexeme- 
specific use of dream-terms – is rarely encountered.

Lexeme-specific use of dream-terms is attested pre-eminently in the dream- 
classifications of Artemidorus, Macrobius, and Calcidius. A.H.M. Kessels rightly  
differentiates between, on the one hand, the system of dream-classification of  
Artemidorus and Macrobius and, on the other, that of Calcidius (which goes back to 
Posidonius). Still, while it may be true that the Artemidorian-Macrobian classifica-
tion arose in an oneirocritical context and the Posidonian in a philosophical (though 
we can only speculate about these earliest stages), it is better to refrain from using 
the labels ‘oneirocritical’ and ‘philosophical’ to describe the two systems of dream- 
classification because in later periods both would appear almost exclusively in  
philosophical texts and hardly ever in oneirocritical ones.

Concerning the relationship between the dream-classifications of Calcidius and 
Philo I have made the following suggestions (I will specify if my attributions agree 
with those by Waszink and/or Kessels): 1. Calcidius’ somnium is the type of dream 
caused by lingering movements from waking thoughts; a corresponding dream-type 
may have been mentioned in a lost book of Philo’s On Dreams (Waszink); 2. Cal-
cidius’ admonitio corresponds with Philo’s second dream-type (Waszink, Kessels);  
3. Calcidius’ spectaculum corresponds with the Biblical ; it may have been 
mentioned in a book of Philo’s On Dreams which is no longer extant (Kessels);  
4. Calcidius’ revelatio corresponds to Philo’s first dream-type (Waszink). Regarding 
Calcidius’ visum and Philo’s third dream-type I have pointed out that their definitions 
do not match. If with anything, Calcidius’ definition of visum, i.e. quod ex divina vir-
tute legatur, agrees with Philo’s . Yet Philo’s  
is not a dream-type but an overarching qualification of his three dream-types. We 
cannot exclude the possibility that Philo’s overarching term  () 
was erroneously assigned to the dream-type which Calcidius calls visum, whereas 
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in fact this type should have been given the same definition as Philo’s third dream-
type.

In his book on dreams in Graeco-Roman antiquity W.V. Harris lists a number 
of conditions by which we may gain insight into the authenticity of ancient dream- 
reports. I have raised objections to his condition that dreams are suspect whenever 
they serve the narrator’s purposes. As dream-reports always serve the narrator’s  
purpose, regardless of whether they have been invented or not, this condition is unsuit-
able for testing the authenticity of dreams. Harris’ condition that dream-reports are 
suspect whenever they lack dream-like qualities such as bizarreness does not tally with 
his opinion that in Graeco-Roman antiquity, as in several contemporary non-Western 
cultures, ‘epiphany dreams really were dreamt from time to time’. If Harris believes 
that epiphany dreams were occasionally dreamt then it makes no sense to question 
the authenticity of dreams if they lack bizarre elements. To me it seems best to regard 
the presence of bizarre elements in dreams as a characteristic which supports the  
authenticity of dreams rather than to use the absence of bizarre elements as a criterion 
for disqualifying dreams. The question to what extent dreams were really dreamt as 
they were recorded can hardly ever be answered.

At least from the first century AD onwards personified Sleep (Hypnos/Somnus) 
became more closely associated with dreams. One may observe a difference between 
the dream-related activities of Somnus in Latin texts and those of Hypnos in Greek 
texts. In Latin texts, notably in works of epic poetry, Somnus is often portrayed as 
a conductor of dreams who is capable of creating dreams himself, whereas in Greek 
texts, the few times we encounter Hypnos in the context of dreams, he is never a 
creator of dreams but at most a conductor of dreams who works side by side with 
Oneiros. This difference can partially be explained by the lack of a Latin equivalent 
of a dream-god like Oneiros.

We cannot accept Harris’ view that in the Late Stoa the attitude towards dreams 
had become more sceptical than before. While it is true that Epictetus warned against 
the risks of visiting dream-interpreters, we know from the Dissertations that he fully 
accepted revelatory dreams. Also in the writings of other members of the Late Stoa 
there is no trace of a more sceptical attitude towards dreams.

In the Graeco-Roman source material the subject of dreams and the soul is  
generally approached from one or more of the following perspectives: a mantic, a 
naturalistic, or a moralistic one. Texts in which the subject is approached from a man-
tic perspective speak of the soul or a part of the soul having prophetic abilities during 
sleep. Often it is stated that during sleep the soul is liberated from bodily influences 
or that it has prophetic abilities because of its divine nature. A naturalistic perspec-
tive on dreams and the soul will result in statements or theories regarding the role 
played by (part of ) the soul in the generative process of non-revelatory dreams. These 
statements and theories often focus on the influence of the body on the soul during 
sleep. Lastly, texts which have been written from the moralistic perspective address 
the relationship between the morality of the dreamer and his dreams.
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A chronological overview of Graeco-Roman explanations of revelatory dreams  
reveals an increase in complexity of these theories over the centuries. This develop-
ment would reach its pinnacle in the convoluted theories of Iamblichus and Synesius. 
At the same time one may observe that from the first century AD onwards natural-
istic explanations of dreams are less frequently encountered in the sources, and, as 
Harris has observed, when they do appear they are far less innovative. To explain 
these developments, I have drawn attention to the fact that explanations of dreams 
that involve the supernatural lend themselves to speculation and elaboration far more 
than naturalistic explanations. In addition to this I call attention to the fact that in 
late antiquity, pre-eminently within Neoplatonism, there was a breeding ground for 
speculating about the relationship between dreams, the soul, and the divine.

In sources from at least the fifth century BC onwards we encounter the notion 
that a sound morality is reflected in pleasant and undisturbed sleep while frightful 
sleep is symptomatic of immorality or an underdeveloped morality. The latter notion 
is frequently attested in sources from the first and early second century AD. In the 
course of the second century another notion would gain popularity, a notion which 
was focused on for the first time by Plato, namely that our morality either sup-
ports or hinders the reception of revelatory dreams. In philosophical works from the  
Hellenistic period onwards there is an interest in bringing a waking disposition into 
the world of sleep in order to prevent the dreamer from being affected by unpleasant 
or unreliable dreams.

The view of R.W. Sharples that the defining characteristic of () 
is the sexual dream rather than the emission of semen, cannot be readily accepted. 
An important passage on which Sharples partly bases his opinion is Aristotle On 
the Generation of Animals 2.4.739a24-26. Here we are informed that young men 
may experience  without emitting semen. It is not unlikely, however, 
that Aristotle meant to say that young men may experience an orgasm during sleep  
without emitting semen, not that they have erotic dreams without the emission of  
semen. However this may be, it is best not to make any general statements about 
what is the defining characteristic of () as the ancient sources do not 
agree on this point.

The question whether in sections 2.69 and 4.71 of his Oneirocritica Artemidorus 
considers the dream-appearances of gods to be genuine epiphanies or mere images 
remains unanswerable. To an oneirocritic like Artemidorus the question regarding 
the ontological status of divinities in dreams may not have been of great importance 
in the first place. His opinion on the subject may very well have been ‘if a god speaks 
to you in a dream, regardless of whether it is a true epiphany or not, you may believe 
whatever he says’. In section 4.72 Artemidorus addresses the topic of lying gods in 
dreams. As he believes that the gods always speak the truth, he could not possibly 
have considered these dreams to be actual epiphanies.

Harris is incorrect in his view that in section 21.1.12 of the Res gestae Ammia-
nus Marcellinus claims that all dreams are essentially meaningful. By saying that 
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dreams would be reliable if only they would be correctly interpreted by ratiocinantes,  
Ammianus is not defending the fundamental truthfulness of all dreams, but the art of  
oneirocriticism in the face of incompetent interpreters. From other passages we know, 
moreover, that Ammianus thought that some dreams are nothing but the remnants of 
our waking thoughts and anxieties. 

In chapter 6 I draw attention to the fact that expressions of disbelief in the  
existence of divinely sent dreams are unattested in the ancient Near Eastern source 
material whereas they do appear in the Graeco-Roman corpus. Furthermore, we rarely  
encounter naturalistic explanations of dreams in ancient Near Eastern texts while in 
the Graeco-Roman source material they are very common indeed.

 A striking difference between the Greek and Latin corpora of dream-related texts 
is that only in the former do we find examples of dreams in which gods communicate 
false information to the dreamer. Another noteworthy difference has already been 
indicated above, namely that there existed no Latin counterpart of the dream-god 
Oneiros.

 

 
 


